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Sir Kevan Collins urges rethink on maths and English resits and calls for exams to be moved online Last modified on Wed 19 May 2021 00.11 EDT Pupils who struggle to achieve a pass at GCSE maths ...
Give struggling pupils four years to retake GCSEs, says catch-up tsar
Sir Kevan Collins, the now former education recovery tsar, is universally popular with teachers. And it’s not just the money. He is firmly rooted in a northern heritage: he attended secondary school ...
Long road to recovery for schools
These questions are all taken from official GCSE past papers and cover statistics ... If you're finding that helping your child with their maths homework is difficult, why not try a virtual ...
You're a GCSE maths genius if you pass this quiz
and English language skills workbook and maths skills workbook (coming in 2022).Through extensive research, including lesson observations, teacher interviews and work with our online research ...
Cambridge IGCSE™ Chemistry 5th Edition
Mumbai: EuroSchool Airoli, one of the leading K-12 schools, put up an impressive performance on the academic front as it secured 100% results in IGCSE Class 10 exams this year. Shaunak Karve topped ...
EuroSchool Airoli Secures 100% Results in IGCSE Grade 10 Exam
and English language skills workbook and maths skills workbook (coming in 2022).Through extensive research, including lesson observations, teacher interviews and work with our online research ...
Cambridge IGCSE™ Biology 4th Edition
GCSE question papers due to be tackled by up to 85,000 candidates next week have had to be replaced after a batch turned up in the street. Exam board Oxford and Cambridge and RSA (OCR) said a ...
GCSE exam papers found in street
With the country’s leading universities coming under increasing pressure to admit more students from state schools, one don recently said his suggestion for parents who want their child to win a place ...
Revealed: The best state schools for getting a place at Oxbridge
Available courses include English Literature, French, Spanish, History, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics ... Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE). The IGCSE is the most popular ...
British International School of Boston
GCSE examinations for students at age 16 should ... Noting the “high percentage” of students sitting maths and English GCSEs “over and over again”, Mrs Drummond added: “We do need ...
GCSE exams should be scrapped, MPs told
Schools in Egypt, students and parents, were up in arms last week over the Cambridge grading of their International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE) exams. Ayman Ahmed ...
IGCSE exams: All’s well that ends well
THANKS to great determination and persistence, Tan Zheng Hua scored 11A+ in the International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE) examinations.
Global honours for Malaysian teen
Applicants should also usually be able to demonstrate a sufficient level of mathematics, for example through the achievement of grade 4/C in GCSE Mathematics ... General qualifications (such as BTECs ...
Qualifications policies
If English is not offered as part of the diploma, it must be offered at GCSE, at grade B or above or ... one other science subject (Chemistry, Biology, Maths, Physics). Singapore Integrated Programme ...
Entry requirements
She already has a GCSE in higher maths after she took the exam in 2019 ... become the youngest person to attend the University of Cambridge. The brainy youngster, from Lewisham, is a pupil ...
Genius schoolgirl gets A* in physics GCSE - after taking exam six years early
The Year 12 Potterhead was Hong Kong’s top scorer in World Literature in the 2018 IGCSE. She was also awarded the Outstanding Cambridge Learner ... top scorer in IGCSE maths and computer science ...
Leading Lights: IGCSE World Literature top scorer on how Harry Potter helped her excel academically, offer tips for aceing the papers
Pupils in the school begin their formal education in its Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) and continue to IGCSE Examinations ... Oxford Owl and Whiterose Maths. The school has also ensured ...
Shaping the future
From 2015 the way GCSE levels ... boards (Cambridge International Exams (CIE), Pearson/Edexcel and Oxford International AQA Exams) and will not make a distinction between them in terms of offers made ...
Information for applicants regarding GCSEs
To be considered you must have a minimum of grade B (6) in GCSE English Language and Mathematics. Dual Award Science must ... the communicative skills domains taken at the same sitting; Cambridge ...
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